The barrier effect is a restriction of gene flow between diverged populations by barrier genes. 35 Asymmetric introgression can point to selection, hybrid zone movement, asymmetric 36 reproductive isolation, or a combination of these. Restriction of gene flow and asymmetric 37 introgression over multiple transects point towards influence of intrinsic (genetic) rather than 38 extrinsic (climate) factors. The 900 km long hybrid zone between Bufo bufo and B. spinosus 39 toads permits the study two widely separated transects (northwest and southeast France) using 40 restriction-site associated DNA (RAD) sequencing data. Genomic and geographic clines were 41 used to identify outlier markers with restricted or elevated introgression. Twenty-six barrier 42 markers are shared between transects, but the number of barrier markers is twice as high in the 43 southeast transect. In the northwest transect a high amount of introgression from B. spinosus 44 into B. bufo is most consistent with asymmetric reproductive isolation. In the southeast transect, 45 introgression is symmetric and consistent with a stable hybrid zone. Differences between 46 transects may be related to genetic sub-structuring within B. bufo, suggesting that reproductive 47 isolation between the two species has a common genetic origin, but a longer period of 48 secondary contact in southeast France appears to result in a stronger barrier effect 49 (reinforcement) than in the northwest. 50 51
Introduction 55
Hybrid zones provide an opportunity to study both the processes involved in, and the outcomes 56 of, speciation (Hewitt, 1988) . Barrier genes, defined as genomic regions that restrict gene flow 57 Data clean-up and assembly 144 The average read count per sample was ~1.5 million reads (maximum 4.2 million reads, Table   145 S.2). Twelve samples had low raw read quantities (near or below 0.5 million reads), including 146 the seven samples with low DNA concentration, and were excluded (file size <10.000 kb). 147 Cutadapt v.1.14 (Martin, 2011) was used in three steps to remove 5' and 3' primers for each 148 internal barcode combination, remove the Illumina standard adapter, and carry out a read 149 quality control. Subsequently, ipyrad v.0.7.3 (Eaton, 2014 ) was used to assemble the reads. 150 Settings were: minimum read depth of six, maximum of eight heterozygous bases allowed per 151 consensus sequence, and heterozygous sites allowed across a maximum of 50% of the samples 152 (details in the supplements). We assembled three data sets in which the minimum number of 153 individuals that must have data for each locus to be retained was 194 (50% of the samples), Population structure 160 Using a single randomly selected SNP per RAD fragment from the 50% dataset, we first ran a 161 principal component analysis (PCA) to visualize genomic variation across both transects. We 162 used the package 'adegenet' v.2.1.1 in R (Jombart, 2008; Jombart & Ahmed, 2011) , and based 163 the PCA on allele frequencies, replacing missing data with the mean of the total dataset. We 164 further quantified population structure with Structure v.2.3.4 (Pritchard, Stephens, & Donnelly, 165 2000) with the same dataset, for each transect separately. Preliminary results showed that using 166 a dataset with loci for which at least 75% or 90% of individuals have data, returned similar 167 results as using the dataset for which at least 50% of individuals have data. Therefore, in 168 downstream analyses we used the 50% dataset, or subsets of the 50% dataset. We ran Structure 169 with ten replicates each of two to ten genetic clusters (K) with a burn in of 10,000 and a chain 170 length of 25,000 under the admixture model using StrAuto (Chhatre & Emerson, 2017) . 171 Convergence of the results was checked by investigating log likelihood and admixture 172 proportion stability (Benestan et al., 2016 To assess the most recent inflow of parental genotypes, linkage disequilibrium can be used.
248
The first generation offspring of two diverged species will be heterozygous for all fixed (Table 1) . We repeated the analysis using only the markers that were 
Results

282
The first axis (PC1, 26.8%) of the PCA appears to reflect the genetic difference between pure 283 B. bufo in the north (right) and pure B. spinosus in the south (left), with hybrids in the middle 284 ( Fig. S.4 ). The second axis (PC2, 2.8%) separates the two transects. In Structure, the preferred 285 number of genetic clusters for transect one was K=3, and for transect two K=2 ( Fig. S.1 ). In 286 both transects, the plot for two genetic clusters reflects differentiation between the two species, 287 with hybrids smoothly transitioning between the two, while the three-cluster model places 288 hybrids in a group of their own.
289
The dataset in the BGC analysis covers the different hybrid index (HI) bins well ( Fig. S.5 ).
290
Transect one has significantly more markers with a reduced probability of B. bufo ancestry (α 291 < 0, n = 151) than markers with an increased probability (α > 0, n = 110, χ 2 test P = 0.0112;
292
Table 1), relative to the hybrid index. Transect two has a nearly equal number of markers with 293 an increased or decreased probability of B. bufo ancestry (α > 0, n = 174; α < 0, n = 185, χ 2 test 294 P = 0.5615). The number of markers with an outlier β in transect one (heterozygote deficiency 295 β > 0, n = 56 and heterozygote excess β < 0, n = 42) is about half the number detected in transect 296 two (β > 0, n= 123, and β < 0, n = 105). Of the RAD markers which are positive or negative 297 outliers for α or β, 22-61% are also outliers in transect two (last column Table 1 ). Such overlap 298 is unlikely if the two transects were completely evolutionarily independent (Table 1) . For 299 example, the chance of the same 26 markers to act as barrier markers in both transects by 300 chance is close to zero (last row Table 1 ). 301 We verified that outlier markers for α or β in the BGC analysis are correlated to outlier 302 behaviour in the shape and position of their geographic cline, by plotting significant outliers 303 for the parameters α and β from BGC to the geographic cline parameters centre and width 304 determined with HZAR ( Fig S.6) . When a marker is an outlier for α, it would be expected that 305 the cline is shifted (centre) or has a different shape (e.g. width), or both, compared to the 306 genomic average (e.g. represented by the HI cline). When a marker is an outlier for 307 heterozygote deficiency (β > 0) it should also show a steep and geographic cline coincident 308 with the HI cline (green clines, Fig. 2, Fig. S.6 ). We refer to such markers as 'barrier markers'.
309
Markers that are not outliers within a transect are referred to as 'neutral markers'. the cline shape in the centre is generally steep (Fig. 3) . The HI clines for barrier markers are 316 symmetrical in both transects (Table S.4).
317
In both transects, the admixture linkage disequilibrium (D') for neutral markers shows a 318 peak in the centre of the hybrid zone, although the amplitude of the peak in transect one is one 319 fifth of the peak in transect two (Fig. 2) . As barrier markers are less likely to flow away from 320 the hybrid zone centre, the peak of D' for barrier markers may be more sensitive to shifts of 321 the hybrid zone centre. In transect one, barrier markers showed a peak with higher D' on the 322 B. bufo side of the hybrid zone, but displacement of the Gaussian curve was not significant; as 323 the AIC was nearly equal when constraining the peak of D' to the cline centre (435 km) as 324 when the peak was fitted unconstrained (resulting in a peak at 423 km). In transect two, barrier 325 markers showed a peak of D' in the centre of the hybrid zone.
326
The lower peak of D' in transect one corresponds to a lower number of steep clines 327 observed, and underlies the lower estimates of effective selection against hybrids (s*) and 328 lifetime dispersal compared to transect two. For transect one s* is 0.0022 (95% CI 0.0012-329 0.0034) whereas it is about an order of magnitude greater for transect two, where s* is 0.0195 330 (95% CI 0.0143-0.0252; Table S.5). Notably, the confidence intervals do not overlap. The s* 331 based on barrier markers for transect one is 0.0101 (95% CI 0.0054-0.0152) and for transect 332 two 0.0344 (95% CI 0.0220-0.0470). We estimated the lifetime dispersal distance based on 333 neutral markers for transect one and two at 1.8 (95% CI 1.3-2.2) and 4.0 (95% CI 3.4-4.5) km 334 per generation, respectively. multiple transects, an intrinsic factor (e.g. genetically determined) is more likely the cause of 343 the asymmetry than an extrinsic environmental factor (e.g. climate) that may vary across space.
344
In this context we tested the consistency of barrier markers and introgression for two transects 345 on opposite sides of the Bufo hybrid zone. 348 The data presented covers only a small proportion of the genome, and outlier markers likely 349 reflect regions in linkage with the actual barrier genes, therefore we use the term 'barrier 
347
A barrier to gene flow in Bufo transects
Differences in introgression between the Bufo transects 397
A notable difference between the two transects is asymmetric introgression in transect one 398 compared to symmetric introgression in transect two. In northwest France (transect one), 399 Bayesian genomic clines analysis indicate significant asymmetry in directional introgression 400 from B. bufo into B. spinosus (α < 0 in 151 markers is significantly higher than α > 0 in 110 401 markers) and a shift in the HI geographic cline based on neutral markers (Fig, 2) which shows 402 asymmetric neutral introgression from B. spinosus into B. bufo. In southeast France (transect 403 two), these two approaches reveal equal amounts of introgression on both sides of the hybrid 404 zone. In northwest France, such a tail of introgression to the north was previously interpreted 405 as a tail of introgression in the wake of (past) hybrid zone movement, and the hybrid zone was 406 assumed to have stabilised at a gradient of elevation (Arntzen et al., 2016) . The pattern of 407 introgression currently observed, a tail towards the north with a coincident peak of admixture 408 linkage disequilibrium (D') is highly similar to the pattern observed in van Riemsdijk et al.
409
(2018), and is most consistent with asymmetric reproductive isolation due to mating 410 preferences or mitonuclear incompatibilities, but does not exclude the possibility of a moving 411 hybrid zone. The asymmetry of introgression combined with a (slightly) displaced peak could 412 also be the result of past hybrid zone movement, where the peak of D' has been broken down southwest France for this subgroup (Rogers & Bohlender, 2015) , which we are likely to have 438 missed with the current sampling scheme (Fig. 1 ). An extended phylogeographic study based Conclusion 466 We find an overlap of barrier markers between the two transects, which indicates that in the Table 1 : Bayesian genomic cline (BGC) results comparing significant outliers for transect one (T1) and transect 736 two (T2), and the markers which were outliers in both transects (overlap), where significance of outliers is based 737 on the exclusion of 0 in the 99.9% confidence interval (CI). The total number of markers analysed was 1,189.
734 735
738
Outlier (1) a Chi-squared comparing the values α outliers of only T1 and T2 to see if there is a 739 significant difference in the number of outliers between the transects. A 2x2 contingency Chi-squared (2) was 740 done to see if the overlap between the transects of both α and β outliers could be a coincidence, or is unlikely to 741
have occurred under a model of random resampling.
742
†Significant Chi-squared with 6.4406, df = 1, P = 0.0112 743 ‡ Not significant Chi-squared with 0.3371, df = 1, P = 0.5615 744 § Significant 2x2 contingency Chi-squared with 285.05, 91.629, 81.288, df = 1, P < 2.2e -16 745 ¶ Significant 2x2 contingency Chi-squared with 10.331, df = 1, P = 0.001308
